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MINIMUM WEIGHT (lO00s of Kg)
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T = 10 YRS
A d = 574 m2
A m = 403 m2
AIt = 500 km
V m = 20 km/sec
VD = 10 km/sec
Pm = o.5 gm/cm3
PD = 2.81 gm/cm 3
S = 10 cm
Pl = 2.8 gm/cm 3
E 1 = 7.239x10 11gm/cm-sec2
2
SY1 = 7344000 Ib/ft (51 Ksi)
P2 = 131
SY2 = SY1
L 2 - 0.401
_) = 0 degrees
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GP APPLIED TO NYSMITH
Consider the Nysmith Equation:
h = 5.08V_SdZ92/( t°'5_h L39),
with inequality constraints
tl/d < 0.5 , t2/d < 1.0
I Note that if










Therefore, the third inequality constraint of Nysmith may be written:
d < 0.24hW °'2
I
I
Letting the idealized "weight" be denoted by w, one has:
w =tl+t 2





w = tI+ 5.08v'zTsdZ92/(ti52Sh 1.39) ,
with inequality constraints:













The dual GP problem may be written:
I maximize: v(8) = (1/81) s_(Cl/80 r_
subject to: 81 + 8z = 1
I 8_- 0.52882= 0
I where: Cl = 5.08V.27Sd2.92/h 1.39
I
I
This is easily solved, giving:




W o = 5.52VaSdLgl/h°'91
tlo -- 1.93V.18df91/h o.gt [
I
th = 3.59V.1Sdl.9t/hO.91
is the minimum "weight".
is the optimal bumper thickness, and




Note that the optimal ratios are given by:
_o t_
= 0.35 = 8_ , = 0.65 = 82
qo+t2, q, + t2,
Furthermore, this analytic solution is valid for
d < 0.23hW °2 Why?
I
I
h >- 4.35dV °2 =_ tie < 1.93VaSd1"91(4.35dV°'2)-°'91




























Thus theconstrainedproblem need only be solvedfor
0.23h W °'2 < d < 0.24h W °'2
B. Constrained Optimization
The constrained dual GP problem may be written:
maximize: v(5) = (1151)_ (c118z)_ (c3) slf (c4) s12'
subject to: 51 + 82 = 1
51 - 0.528_h + 5 u ' - 0.5285 n' = 0
where: c1 is defined as in part A





















































DERIVATION OF CORE MODULE CONFIGURATION WEIGHT
Let: 1"12= radius of a core module
r_, = rn + t2
rll = r_, + h
r21= rll + tl
L = core module length
Then,
2 2 2 2
w = r_L [px(r21 - ru) + p2(r22 - rl2)]





































GP APPLIED TO THE CMC WEIGHT FUN(_TION
Let: r n = 210.8 cm
L = 1356.7 cm
Pl = P2 = 2.81 grn/cm 3
Applying the Nysmith equation, one has:
Wc_ c = 12t_ + clt 1+ 122c2t °'472+ 25700c2t_ 's_ + 3 X0c_t_1°_
where:
c I = 5059 + 24h , and
c2 = V278dZ921h 1.39
The chosen approximate weight is given by:
WCMC_,, = Clt1+ 25700C2tt "°'_2s
The unconstrained GP problem is then:
V(_) "- (C1/51) 81
subject to: 51 + _ = 1
51 - .52852 = 0
This is easily solved yielding:









































































Consider the case where:
DP,>I
Pltl
Then, w = fi + ctt_ 1 is the idealized weight.
Where:
c, = 0.364D +p_ VM/(/_,flZplp2)
The dual GP problem may be written:
maximize: v(8) = (1/St) +' (ct/82) _
subject to: 81 + _ = 1
81-82=0
Thus, 81 = _z = 1/2 , and
































3)IfDPp>I thenquit. Optimaldcsignis(tl,t_).Pltl0 ' °
4)IfDP"<I optimaldcsignis ItI ,t___Dppllp,',o ' o -:tp,,,,jj-
Optimal Ratios for Wilkinson
Recall that the optimal thickness distribution between bumper and wall is equal unless:




















Recall the Modified Burch Predictor:.
t2 = _ _ , where
_ _ 2.8(tliD)o_ + 1.58(tlID)-°'57
Thus,





Thus, the GP dual problem may be written:
Maximize: v(5,=(_t),.(2.8-CD_O.57_,(X.58-_DO.Yr_,t _ Jt _ J
Subject to: 81 + 0.5752- 0.5752 = 0 , and
S1+52+_=1
Thus; we have:




and since 51>0 , 52>0 ,wehave 0.5<53<0.64 .
This is a one degree-of-difficulty problem with the following procedure:
1) Vary 83 from 0.5 to 0.64 to find the max v(B) .
2) Using the corresponding _ , solve for 5t , 52 .
I 3) Let tt, = St(max(v(5))) .



























QPTIMAL DESIGN ALGORITHM FO___ BOEING PREDICTOR
1. Compute optimal design for PEN4 Predictor, (rio , t20,/ •
2. Check against PEN4 constraint, V<V/Itl,/D]+4000?
3. If safisfied, the optimal design is (tlo , t2,) = (tlo , t2,,! •
4. Else, compute optimal designs for Modified Burch, (tl,j , t2,j) , and
Wilkinson, (tl, , t%) Predictors.
•5. Compute Wilkinson wall induced by optimal Modified Burch bumper, t2w lo, •




































































METEOR1 is the meteoroid environment model (see Survivability and
Predictor Reference 1) used in the design of protective systems for
spacecraft. It is used to define projectile mass/diameter as a preprocessor
to IMPACT5 and its derivatives.
METEOR1 takes as inputs the spacecraft exposed surface area, the mission
duration, probability of no penetration and altitude, and the particle
density. METEOR1 accounts for Earth shielding and gravitational
defocussing factors. The output is the critical projectile diameter. A


































[SURFACE AREA IN SQ. METERS
!DURATION IN YEARS
!PROB. OF NO PENETRATION
!ALT. IN KM































SURFACE AREA IN SQUARE METERS = 400.0000
MISSION DURATION IN YEARS = 10.00000
PROB, OF NO PENETRATION = 0.9700000
ALTITUDE IN KILOMETERS = 500.0000










































































SURFACE AREA IN SQUARE METERS : ',SA
MISSION DURATION IN YEARS : ',T
PROB. OF NO PENETRATION = ',PO
ALTITUDE IN KILOMETERS = ',ALT





















































DEBRIS1 is the space debris environment model (see Survivability and
Predictor Reference 2) in the design of protective systems for spacecraft.
It is used to define projectile mass/diameter as a preprocessor to IMPACT5
and its derivatives.
DEBRIS1 takes as inputs the spacecraft projected debris area, the mission
duration, probability of no penetration, and altitude (currently fixed at 500
Km). The output is the critical projectile diameter. A sample input












































!PROJECTED AREA IN SQ. METERS
!DURATION IN YEARS






























PROJ. AREA IN SQUARE METERS = 574.0000
MISSION DURATION IN YEARS = 10.00000












































































PROJ. AREA IN SQUARE METERS = ',AP
MISSION DURATION IN YEARS = ',T

































IMPACT5 is a spacecraft protective systems design optimization code.
IMPACT5 employs the Geometric Programming optimization technique in
evaluating a number of nonlinear piecewise continuous, functional impact
predictors. These include the Nysmith, Boeing, Madden, Wilkinson, Burch,
and PEN4 predictors. Inputs vary depending on the predictor used,
however, typical inputs include projectile characteristics (as determined
from METEOR1 or DEBRIS1), design material properties, and general design
configuration. In particular, IMPACT5 is an optimization code for a single
bumper, single wall configuration. Outputs include the optimal design
thicknesses (bumper and wall) and the minimum design weight. Sample






































































!PROj. VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
!PROJ. DIAMETER IN CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!BOEING PREDICTOR
!PROj. VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!WALLMATERIAL CONSTANT
!BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
!WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
!IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL
!NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER 1ST BUMPER
!YOUNG'S MODULUS FOR BUMPER IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC
!MADDEN PREDICTOR
!PROJ. VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WILKINSON PREDICTOR
!PROJ. VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT
!BURCH PREDICTOR
!PROJ. VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL
!NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER 1ST BUMPER
!YOUNG'S MODULUS FOR BUMPER IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC
!PEN4 PREDICTOR
!PROJ. VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
!PROJ. DIA, IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
!WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT


































PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = 10.00000
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.2575910 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.4791193 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.7367103 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 3799.036 KG
BOEING
INPUT
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = 10.00000
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = 0.4010000
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = O.OOO0000E+O0
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST BUMPER = 0.8500000
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC = 7.2389997E+11
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 9.2028841E-O2CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.4910776 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.5831065 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 2978.630 KG
MADDEN
INPUT
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = 10.00000
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.3788331 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0,3788331 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.7576661 CM




PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = 10.00000
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = 0.4010000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.2128253 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.2128253 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.4256506 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 2208.558 KG
MODIFIED BURCH
INPUT
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = 10.00000
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = O.O0000OOE+OO
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST BUMPER = 0.8500000
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC = 7.2389997E+11
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 9.2028841E-O2CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.2539445 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.3459734 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 1775.339 KG
PEN4
INPUT
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = 1.000000
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = O.OO00000E+O0
OUTPUT






































WALL THICKNESS = O.O000000E+OOCM
MIN. WEIGHT = 2.1661645E-O2CM

























































































































PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = ',V
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D




































BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS : ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = ',WTCMC,'KG'
BOEING'
INPUT'
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = ',V
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH02
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = ',XL2


































































WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ',SY2
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = ',THETA
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST',
' BUMPER = ',XN
WRITE(11,*)' BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE',






WRITE(11,*)' BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WRITE(11,*)' WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
WRITE(11,*)' MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'














WRITE(11,*) ° PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = ',V
WRITE(It,*)' PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
WRITE(11,*)' PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
WRITE(11,*)' BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHO

























BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'


















































































































































PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH02
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = ',XL2
BUMPER-THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = ',WTCMC,'KG'
WRITE(It,*)'
INPUT' "
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = ',V
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOI
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES : ',THETA
NUMBEROF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST',
' BUMPER = ',XN



















BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'























































PROJECTILE VELOCITY IN KM/SEC = ',V
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM : ',D
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : ',RHOP
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : ',RHOI
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : ',RH02
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ',SYI
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ',SY2





BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT : ',WT,'CM'
























































































PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE
PIC CON REL LCL SHR NOEXE




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE





































































PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE





















































































159 PIt CON REL LCL
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PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE
PIC CON RELLCL SHR NOEXE




















































IMPACT5V is a spacecraft protective systems design optimization code
similar to IMPACT5. IMPACT5V differs from IMPACT5 in that the optimal
design is weighted according to the chosen space debris velocity
probability distribution. IMPACT5V employs the Geometric Programming
optimization technique in evaluating a number of nonlinear piecewise
continuous, functional impact predictors. These include the Nysmith,
Boeing, Madden, Wilkinson, and Burch predictors. Inputs vary depending
on the predictor used, however, typical inputs include the space debris
velocity distribution file, projectile characteristics (as determined from
METEOR1 or DEBRIS1), design material properties, and general design
configuration. In particular, IMPACT5V is an optimization code for a
single bumper, single wall configuration. Outputs include the optimal
design thicknesses (bumper and wall) and the minimum design weight.
The velocity distribution files for 500 Km altitude and 30 degree
inclination (500KM30DEG.DAT) and 60 degree inclination (500KM60
DEG.DAT) follow. The file being used must be assigned to FOR012 before
running IMPACT5V. Sample input (IMPACT5V.IN), output























































































































































































!PROJ. DIAMETER IN CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!BOEING PREDICTOR
IPROJ. DIA. IN CM
]PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
[BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT
!BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
]WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
[IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL
!NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER 1ST BUMPER
!YOUNG'S MODULUS FOR BUMPER IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC
!MADDEN PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
]PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
[BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WILKINSON PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
]BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT
!BURCH PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
[BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL
!NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER 1ST BUMPER


































PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.2498978 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.4648098 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.7147076 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 3685.385 KG
BOEING
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = 0.4010000
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = O.O00OO00E+O0
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST BUMPER = 0.8500000
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC = 7.2389997E+11
INSIDE OF PEN4 LIMITS
INSIDE OF PEN4 LIMITS
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.1605087 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.5884032 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.7489119 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 3837.381 KG
MADDEN
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0-,3522651 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.3522651 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.7045302 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 3657.869 KG
WILKINSON
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = I0.00000
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT : 0,4010000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0,1978996 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.1978996 CM
MIN. WEIGHT : 0.3957993 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT : 2053.512 KG
MODIFIED BURCH
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM : i0.00000
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES : O,O000000E+O0
NUMBEROF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST BUMPER : 0.8500000
BUMPER YOUNGSMODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC : 7,2389997E+II
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0,1434212 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.6418241 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.7852453 CM




























































































WRITE(II,*)' PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D















BUMPER THICKNESS : ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'









































































































PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM : ',D
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : ',RHOP
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH02
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = ',XL2
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ',SYI
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ",SY2
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = ',THETA
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST',
' BUMPER = ',XN
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE',























WRITE(It,*)' BUMPER THICKNESS : ',TI,'CM'
WRITE(If,*)' WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
WRITE(II,*)' MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'





















































































WRITE(11,*)' PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
WRITE(11,*) ° BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHO























































BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = °,WTCMC,'KG'
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH02
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S





































































































BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS : ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT : ',WT,'CM'
CMC MINo WEIGHT : ',WTCMC,'KG'
MODIFIED BURCH'
"PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = ',THETA
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST',
BUMPER = ',XN
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE',










































































BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS : ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'
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FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES REFERENCED
Type Name
R*4 MTH$SQRT













































































Dg POOR QU./,,:,_ :I
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IMPACT5VM is a spacecraft protective systems design optimization code
similar to IMPACT5V. IMPACT5VM differs from IMPACT5V in that the
optimal design is weighted according to the chosen meteoroid velocity
probability distribution. IMPACT5VM employs the Geometric
Programming optimization technique in evaluating a number of nonlinear
piecewise continuous, functional impact predictors. These include the
Nysmith, Boeing, Madden, Wilkinson, and Burch predictors. Inputs vary
depending on the predictor used, however, typical inputs include the
meteoroid velocity distribution file, projectile characteristics (as
determined from METEOR1 or DEBRIS1), design material properties, and
general design configuration. In particular, IMPACT5VM is an
optimization code for a single bumper, single wall configuration. Outputs
include the optimal design thicknesses (bumper and wall) and the
minimum design weight. The velocity distribution file for meteoroids,
(METVEL.IN), follows. The file being used must be assigned to FOR012
before running IMPACT5VM. Sample input (IMPACT5VM.IN), output










































































































































































































































!PROJ. DIAMETER IN CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!BOEING PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT
!BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
!WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FOOT
!IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL
!NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER 1ST BUMPER
!YOUNG'S MODULUS FOR BUMPER IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC
!MADDEN PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WILKINSON PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!PROJ. DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT
!BURCH PREDICTOR
!PROJ. DIA. IN CM
!BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM
!BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM
!IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL
!NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER 1ST BUMPER































PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = I0.00000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.2964782 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.5514496 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0.8479279 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 4373.689 KG
BOEING
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = 0.4010000
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = 7344000.
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = O.O000000E+O0
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST BUMPER = 0.8500000
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC : 7.2389997E+11
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.3065161 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.3286171 CM
MIN, WEIGHT : 0,6351332 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 3294.346 KG
MADDEN
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM : 10.00000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.5543199 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.5543199 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 1.108640 CM




PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = 0.4010000
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 0.3114124 CM
WALL THICKNESS = 0.3114124 CM
MIN. WEIGHT = 0,6228247 CM
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = 3233.087 KG
MODIFIED BURCH
INPUT
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = 0.8400000
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = 2.810000
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = 10.00000
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = O.O000000E+O0
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST BUMPER = 0.8500000
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE SEC = 7.2389997E+11
OUTPUT
BUMPER THICKNESS = 4.5066189E-O2CM
WALL THICKNESS = 9.7935580E-O2CM
MIN, WEIGHT = 0.1430018 CM




































































































DIAMETER IN CM = ',D











BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'






































































































PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH02
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
WALL MATERIAL CONSTANT = ',XL2
BUMPER YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ',SY1
WALL YIELD STRENGTH IN LB/SQUARE FT = ',SY2
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES = ',THETA
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST',
' BUMPER = ',XN

























WRITE(11,*)' BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WRITE(11,*)' WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
WRITE(11,*)' MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'



































)116 WRITE(It,*)' PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ,D
)117 WRITE(It,*)' pROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
)118 WRITE(11,*)' BUMPER/WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHO
)119 WRITE(II,*)' BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM : ',S
)120 WRITE(11,*)
J_21 TIT:O .0
i ]122 T2T:O.O O_C_T ,'_ .,_t,_:_ 3 DO 46 J=i,64
)124 K:J+8 OF POOR QUALITY
)125 V:FLOAT(K)
I )126 CALL MADDEN(V,D,RHOP,S,RHO,T1,T2,WT,WTCMC))127 TIT=TIT+TI*XPV(K)
)128 T2T=T2T+T2*XPV(K)
i )129 46 CONTINUE30 TI= T/3"1335
)131 T2=T2T/3"1335
)132 WT=TI+T2





I )140 WRITE(II,*)' OUTPUT')1_i WRITE(It,*)
)142 WRITE(t1,*)' BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM
WRITE(t1,*)' WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
WRITE(It,*)' MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'


































WRITE(It,*)' PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
WRITE(t1,*)' PROJECTILE DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RHOP
WRITE(If,*)' BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM : ',RHOI
WRITE(If *)' WALL DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH02
WRITE(It:*)' BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
















































































































BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM'
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'
CMC MIN. WEIGHT = ',WTCMC,'KG'
MODIFIED BURCH'
INPUT'
PROJECTILE DIAMETER IN CM = ',D
BUMPER DENSITY IN GM/CUBIC CM = ',RH01
BUMPER/WALL SEPARATION IN CM = ',S
IMPACT ANGLE FROM NORMAL IN DEGREES : ',THETA
NUMBER OF PLATES TO PENETRATE AFTER FIRST',
BUMPER = ',XN
BUMPER YOUNGS MODULUS IN GM/CM-SQUARE',


























































BUMPER THICKNESS = ',TI,'CM °
WALL THICKNESS = ',T2,'CM'
MIN. WEIGHT = ',WT,'CM'
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SHR EXE RD NOWRT LONG
Address Type Name
AP-O0000010@ R*4 RH01
AP-O0000020@ R*4 T1
AP-O000002C@ R*4 WTCMC
)001)002)U03)0U4)005
)006)007)008
)009)OlO
)011
}012)013
)014
)015
)016
)017
)018
)019
)020
)021
)022
)023
)024
}0Z5
)026
)027
}028
)029
)030
1031
)032
)033
)034
)035
)U36
)037
)038
)039
)040
}041
)042
)043
)044
)U45
)046
)047
)048
)049
)050
)051
**'/r*W
&
425
1099
499
17-Aug-1987 15:27:34
17-Aug-1987 15:19:56
MODIFIED BURCH *****
SUBROUTINE BURCH(V,D,RHOI,S,THETA,
XN,E1,TI,T2,WT,WTCMC)
VB=V*3280.
DB=D/2.54
CM=SQRT(E1/RH01)
CM=CM/30.48
SB=S/2.54
IF(THETA.LE.O.OO1)GO TO 425
CHI=TAN(THETA)-O.5
F2=O.5-1.87*(TIB/D)+(5.*TIB/D-I.6)*CHI**3.0
F2=F2+(I.7-12.*TIB/D)*CHI
F3=O.32*(TIB/D)**O.83
F3=F3+O.48*(TIB/D)**O.33*(SIN(THETA))**3.0
T2F=O*((FI+O.63*F2)/XN)*(CM/V)**2.29
T2F=T2F*(D/S)**O.71
T2N=F3*(CM/V)**I.33*D/XN
IF(T2N.GE.T2F)T2B=T2N
IF(T2N.LT.T2F)T2B=T2F
T2B=T2B*2.54
IF(T2B.GT.T2)NREGION=3
IF(T2B.GT.T2)T2=T2B
GO TO 499
CONTINUE
NITSB=O
XK1=(DB/XN)**1.71*(CM/VB)**2.29/SB**0.71
VDELTA=O.O
DELTA3=O.52
DELTA2=2.33*(I.-I.57*DELTA3)
DELTA1=1.33*(2.*DELTA3-1.)
VDELTA1=(1./DELTA1)**DELTA1*(2.8*XKI/(DELTA2*DB**O.57))**DELTA2
VDELTA1=VDELTA1*(I.58*XK1*DB**O.57/DELTA3)**DELTA3
IF(VDELTAI.LT.VDELTA)THEN
DELTAI=I.33*(2.*DELTA3-1.04)
TI=DELTAI*VDELTA
T2=VDELTA-TI
GO TO 499
ENDIF
VDELTA=VDELTA1
DELTA3=DELTA3+O.02
IF(OELTA3.GT.O.63)THEN
TI=OELTAI*VDELTA
T2=VDELTA-TI
GO TO 499
ENDIF
GO TO 1099
CONTINUE
T1=T1*2.54
T2=T2*2.54
RETURN
END
VAX FORTRA
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